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Abstract— This Complexities of managing an
organization today require that the management must
be able to view overall performance of a firm in all
areas simultaneously and it is the fundamental
philosophy of the balanced scorecard. The balanced
scorecard includes financial measures that show the
result of action already taken and it complements with
operational measure on customer satisfaction, internal
process, organization innovation and improvement
activity. Operational measures are drivers of future
financial performance. The balanced scorecard
suggests that we view the organization from different
perspectives for the overall development and also
analyze its relative effect by each of these perspectives
- The Financial Perspective, Strategic Themes for the
Financial Perspective, The Customer Perspective, The
Business-Process Perspective, The Learning and
Growth Perspective, Linking Balanced Scorecard
Measures to Strategy. To implement Balance
scorecard in an organization there are three principles
that should be linked to their strategy - Cause and
effect relationship, Outcomes and performance
drivers, Linkage to financials.
Keywords— complexities, performance, balanced
scorecard, strategic, growth.

I. INTRODUCTION
The balanced scorecard includes
financial measures that show the result of action
had been taken and it complements with
operational measure on customer satisfaction,
internal process, organization innovation and
improvement activity. Operational measures are
drivers for future financial performance.
Difficulties in managing an organization today
require that the management must be able to
view performance of a firm in several areas
simultaneously and it is the fundamental
philosophy of the balanced scorecard. The
manager must take off and observe a business
with the help and assistance of combined

functional significance of financial and
operational tools and techniques. Management
Accountant quickly shifted their thinking-plan
of cost-management through traditional cost
accounting to activity based-management.
Traditional cost accounting postulates that total
manufacturing cost is the combined result of
individual operations. But the costs that signify
competitiveness and profitability is the cost of
the total process and that are what the activitybased-costing manages. Traditionally cost
accounting measure what it the cost to do a job
or task but activity-based-costing also measure
the cost of not doing like the cost of machine
downtime, the cost of waiting for a required tool
or part, cost of inventory waiting for shipment
etc.
The balanced scorecard suggests that we view
the organization from different angel for the
overall development and also analyse its relative
effect by each of these angels:
 The Financial Perspective
 Strategic Themes For The Financial
Perspective
 The Customer Perspective
 The Business-Process Perspective
 The Learning and Growth Perspective
 Linking Balanced Scorecard Measures to
Strategy
II. FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVE
Financial performance measures show whether
the organization’s strategy, implementation and
execution are effective contributing to the
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bottom-line improvement of a organisation.
Financial goal include achieving profitability,
maintaining liquidity and solvency short term as
well as long term growth in sales-turnover and
increasing wealth of shareholder and all these
have already been highlighted. Financial
performance indicator includes profit margin,
return on capital employed, current ratio, acidtest ratio, gearing ratio, debtors velocity,
collection period and stock turn over ratio or
stock velocity. In other word we can say that
financial goals are to survive, succeed and
prosper. Survival is measured by cash flow,
success by growth of sales and operating income
and prosperity by increase market share and by
return on equity or capital employed. The
balanced scorecard system of corporate
performance measurement aims at analyzing
shareholders’ value which forecasts future cashflows and discount them back to rough estimate
of current value and this is an attempt to make
financial analysis anti management more
forward looking. It is based on the vision and
mission of the corporate under view. It needs
hardly any mention that vision is forward
looking and mission is such a phenomenon for
which the business exits.
Implementing balanced scorecard in
any unit, the manager should relate financial
objective with corporate strategy. The balanced
scorecard should be, like that the it show the
strategy, starting with the long-run financial
objective and then link them to the sequence of
action that must be taken with financial
processes, customers, internal processes and
finally employees and system to deliver the
desired long run economic performance. So, for
developing balance scorecard business unit
executive should determined appropriate
financial metrics for their strategy. Financial
objective and measures must play a dual role;
they define the financial performance expected
from the strategy and they serve as the ultimate
targets for the objective.
Different stage of business’s life cycle
can considerably differ financial objective.
Business strategy theory suggest several
different strategies that business unit can follow,
ranging from aggressive market share growth

down to consolidation, exit and liquidation. For
this business life-cycle is divided into three
stages Growth stage
 Sustain stage
 Harvest stage
Growth stage of a businesses are at the
early stage of their life cycle. They have,
significant growth potential of product or
services. Business in the growth stage may
actually operate with negative cash flow and low
current returns on invested capital. The
investment being made for the future may
consumes more cash than can currently be
generated by the limited of exiting product,
services, and customers. The overall financial
objective for growth-stage business will be
percentage growth rates in revenues, and sales
growth rates in targeted markets, customer
groups regions.
Sustain stage of a business, is that where
they still attract investment and reinvestment,
but are required to earn excellent returns on
invested capital. These businesses are expected
to maintain their exiting market share and
perhaps grow it somewhat from year to year.
Financial objective would be to earned the level
of capital invested in the business; return on
investment; return on capital employed; and
economic value-added to be maximize.
Harvest stage, is the mature phase of
business life cycle. In this stage company want
to harvest their investment which is made in the
previous, two stages. In this stage company
maintain equipment and capabilities, not to
expand or build new capabilities. Goal of this
stage are to maximize cash floe back to the
corporation. Overall financial objective would
be operating cash flow (before depreciation),
and reduction in working capital requirements.
III.

STC THEMES FOR FINANCIAL
PRESPECTIVE
Each of the three strategy of growth, sustains,
and harvest, there are three themes that drive the
business strategy. That is the selection of the
drivers of aggregate financial objective in nine
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matrixes across three-business strategy and the
three financial themes.
 Revenue growth and mix.
 Cost reduction or productivity
improvement.
 Asset utilization or investment strategy.
Revenue growth and mix is the
situation where the organization have new
product, new application, new customer and
markets, new relationships, new product and
service mix and new pricing strategy; the
manager have to be make matrix according to
organization’s life-cycle.
Growth stage businesses usually
emphasize expansion of existing product line or
offering new product and service. A common
measure for this objective is the percentage of
revenue from new product and service
introduced within a specified period. To capture
whether the new product or services represent a
distinct improvement from exiting offering,
organization should focus on the prices or gross
margins from new product and service,
anticipating that offerings with significant more
functionality and customer value will likely
command a higher margin than mature exiting
product.
Exiting products and services to new
customers and markets also can be a desirable
route for revenue growth. In this section
organization’s share of targeted market segment
is a frequently used matrix; it also enable the
organization to assess whether its market share
growth is from improving competitive offering
or just growth in the total size of the market.
Gaining sales but losing share market indicates
problems with the organization’s strategy or the
attractive of its product and services.
Cost reduction or productivity
improvement is wished by organization to
improve its cost and productive improvement. In
the growth stage mostly focuses is given on to
reduce through dedicated automation and
standardized process. The productivity objective
for the growth-stage business should focus on
revenue enhancement- like revenue per
employee.
The simplest and clearest cost
reduction objective is to reduce the unit cost of

performing work or producing output. If the
organization is in sustain-stage they mostly
focus on to achieving competitive cost level,
improving operating margins, and monitoring
indirect and expenses levels will contribute to
higher profitability and return-on-investment
ratios. Firm like homogeneous are supply a
simple target, so they focus on reducing cost per
unit.
Some businesses have different
channels for doing their business. Traditionally,
for manufacturer they order for supply in very
long process, but if they establish long-term
relationship with certified supplier by electronic
data
interchange
then
supplier-taking
responsibility for providing the required goods
on time and directly to the production process.
The cost of transaction is much is much lower
than traditional purchase. If the cost reduction
strategy is developed by organization then the
manager should measure that by which process
the transaction is minimum, also with a goal of
shifting from high to low.
Every organization is trying to
minimize
their
selling,
general,
and
administrative expenses. This effort can be
measure by tracking the absolute amount of
these expenses or their percentage to total cost to
revenue. Objective to reduce spending should be
balanced, on the scorecard, by other measure,
say of customer responsiveness, quality, and
performance, so that reduction of spending does
not interface with achieving important customer
and internal process.
Asset utilization or investment
strategy has number of matrix according to
situation. Such as return-on-capital employed,
return-on-investment and economic value-added,
provided overall outcome measures of the
success of financial strategies to increase
revenues, reduce cost, and increase asset
utilization. Organization may also wish to
identify the specific drivers they will use to
increase asset intensity.
The efficiency of working capital
management is the cash-to-cash cycle, measured
as the sum of day’s cost-of-sales in inventory,
day’s sales in accounts receivable, less day’s
purchases in accounts payable. The cash-to-cash
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cycle represents the time required for the
company to convert cash payment to suppliers in
inputs to cash receipts from customers. Here
organization should make strategy of reducing
the cash cycle from current levels can be an
excellent target for improving working capital
efficiency.
The investment includes physical capital,
such as information systems, specialized
equipment, distribution facility and other
building and physical facilities. It also includes
intellectual and human capital. Return-on–
investment in intellectual assets, such as
research and development, employee and system
will also increase an overall return-oninvestment. Organization can increase the
leverage from these infrastructure investments
by sharing them across multiple units. To
measure that organization make matrix like the
percentage of system resources that is shared
with other business units.
Different major modern tools used to analysis
the financial prospective and financial statement:
- EVA, MVA, common – size financial
statements, Comparative statements, Trend
Analysis.
IV.
CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVE
In the customer perspective the balanced
scorecard demand that the management must
translate their general mission statement on
customer service into specific measures that
reflect the factor that really matter to the
customer. Customers are concern to lead time,
quality of product or service, company’s
performance service and last but not the least the
cost effectiveness. The manager should have
clear idea of their targeted customer and
business segment and selected a set of core
outcomes measurements i.e. share, retention,
acquisition and satisfaction and profitability for
these targeted segments. These outcomes
measures represent the targets for companies
marketing, operational, logistic and product and
service development processes. Manager can
then select objectives and measures from among
the three classes of attributes that, if satisfied,
will enable the company to retain and explain its

business with these targeted customers. The
three classes of attributes are:
 Product and service attributes:
functionality, quality and price,
 Customer relationship: quality of
purchasing experience and personal
relationships,
Image and reputation.
V. INTERNATIONAL – BUSINESS – PROCESS
PERSPECTIVE
The internal measures, for balanced scorecard
steams from the balanced processes that have the
greatest impact on customers satisfaction factors
that affect cycle time, quality, skill of the
employees and of course productivity. Manager
should decide, what processes and competencies
they must excel at and specify measures for each
of
them.
Conventional
performance
measurement systems focus only on monitoring
and improving cost and time- based measures of
existing business processes. The approached of
balanced scorecard enables the demand for
internal process performances of specific
external constituencies.
The innovation process, highlights the
importance of identifying the characteristic of
market segment that the organization wishes to
satisfy with its future product and services, and
then designing and developing the products and
services that will satisfy those targeted segments.
The operations process remains important and
organization should identify the cost, quality,
time and performance characteristic that will
enable it to deliver superior products and
services to its targeted customers. The post sale
services enable companies to feature, when
appropriate, important aspect of services that
occur after the purchased product or service has
been delivered to the customers.
VI.
LEARNING AND GROWTH PERSPECTIVE
Continuous learning process can bring about
efficiency in operating domain of the business. It
ensures
cost
reduction
and
product
differentiation to meet the varied requirement of
the customer. As a result, it strengthens the
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financial ability through earning higher
profitability and greater degree of appropriation
of profit and retaining larger share of earning to
finance the forthcoming expansion of future
projects of the company under consideration.
The enablers of learning and growth come
primarily from three processes – employees,
system and organizational alignment. Strategy
for superior performance will generally require
(1)
significant investment in people, system and
process that build organizational capabilities.
Objective and measure for these enables of
superior performance in the future should be an
integral part of any organization’s balanced
scorecard. In the service and manufacturing
organization can three principal categories for
the learning and growth:




Employee capabilities,
Information system capabilities,
Motivation, empowerment and alignment.

VII.

LINKING BALANCED SCORECARD
MEASURES TO STRATEGY
The objective of any measurement system
should be to motivate all managers and
employee to implement successfully the
business organization strategy. Organization
should translate their strategy into their
measurement system are better able to execute
their strategy because it can communicate their
objective and their targets. This communication
focuses manager and employees on their critical
drivers enabling them to align investment,
initiative and action with accomplishing
strategic goals. Thus, a successfully Balance
scorecard is one that communicates a strategy
through an integrated set of financial and nonfinancial measurements.
To implement Balance scorecard in an
organization there are three principles that
should be linked to their strategy.
Cause and effect relationship can be expressed
by a sequence of if-then item statements. The
measurement should make the relationship
among objectives in the various perspectives
explicit so that they can be managed and
validated. It should identify and make explicit

the sequence of hypotheses about the cause and
effect relationship between outcome measure
and performance drivers of those outcomes.
Every measure selected for a balanced scorecard
should be element of a chain of cause and effect
relationships that communicates the meaning of
business unit’s strategy to the organization.
Outcomes and performance
drivers are lag and lead indicators. Lag
indicators are generic measure that tends to be
core outcome measures, which reflect the
common goal of many strategy, as well as
similar structures across industries and
companies like profitability, market share, and
customer satisfaction and employee skill. The
lead indicators are those that to be unique for
particulars business unit. A good Balanced
scorecard should have an appropriate mix of
outcomes and performance drivers that have
been customized to the organization strategy.
Linkage to financials is strongly emphases by
balanced scorecard to the outcomes especially
financial ones like return-on-capital-employed
or economic value-added. By linking these goals
can lead to improved business-unit performance,
they may not if these goals are taken as ends in
themselves. So, causal paths from all the
measures on a scorecard should be linked to
financial objectives.
VIII. LIMITATION OF BALANCED SCORECARD
(1) It cannot be used as a panacea for every
organization. The balanced scorecard
does not lead to a single aggregate
control. The popularity of measure such
as return on investment cannot simple is
erased because they conveniently
summarize how things are going i.e. it
signals the present state of financial
strength and weakness.
(2) Balanced scorecard measures may give
conflicting and confuse the management.
For instance, if customers’ satisfaction
decline together with the financial pulse,
what would be the action of the
management to shun one or other.
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(3)

(4)

Balanced scorecard involves substantial
shift in corporate culture to implement
the need to shift to understanding the
business as a set of process and not a
division or department and a change to
the role of performance 0m0easures
from a command and control approach
based on responsibility to an
information provision approach.
It is also expensive to implement
because an overhauling of the entire
exiting operational system is required to
be made in order to reap the full benefit
of the balanced scorecard as financial
benefits follow the improvement in
operations of the firm.
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